
The   richest   evergreen   music   channel



THE GOLDEN
HITS IN MUSIC

Bangers -
timeless

experiences

There are timeless songs.
They sound relevant every time you hear them.

It is because of the emotions they evoke and 
most of all because of the experiences we all 

shared while listening! The channel dedicated 
to eternal hits and artists.



Retro
music

The eternal songs of all times! 
Presented exclusively only in this channel for 
music lovers! Everyone knows these songs!
Everyone knows these artists! There is no 
person who cannot say the name of an
evergreen or an artist who has become
a legend and an icon! 

THE SOUND OF MEMORIES



Bangers
stars

Everyone knows them and talks about them!
Bangers stars are a role model in music!

Their careers, discography and videos are an
example of how hard work, discipline and 

talent, and choosing the best teams, can result 
in unique art that will remain for

generations to come. Success comes this way!
Stars are born this way! 



Bangers
stars

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION 

ADS
FREE

FREE
TEST

VIDEO
QUALITY

24/7

ALLOWING VIEWERS TO
WATCH WITHOUT ANY
DISTRACTIONS

PREMIUM TV CHANNEL

720p & 1080i

AVAILABLE FOR 10 DAYS
FREE TESTING



The eternal songs of all times! 
Presented exclusively only in this channel for 
music lovers! Everyone knows these songs!
Everyone knows these artists! There is no 
person who cannot say the name of an
evergreen or an artist who has become
a legend and an icon! 

PREMIUM MUSIC CHANNEL
SUITABLE FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

30 MUSIC VIDEOS
REFRESH EACH MONTH 

SUITABLE FOR ANY TV OPERATOR.
- FOR BASIC PACKAGE,

- FOR CUSTOMIZED TV PACKAGES.

TARGETED AT MEN AND WOMEN

INCREDIBLY RICH MUSIC
COLLECTION – 3000 MUSIC VIDEOS

IN HUGE RANGE OF STYLES

AGE – 16+



Everyone knows them and talks about them!
Bangers stars are a role model in music!

Their careers, discography and videos are an
example of how hard work, discipline and 

talent, and choosing the best teams, can result 
in unique art that will remain for

generations to come. Success comes this way!
Stars are born this way! 
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